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E-FILLIATE TO DEMONSTRATE FLEXICORD AT JANUARY 6 CES UNVEILED EVENT
“ALWAYS THE RIGHT LENGTH” FLEXICORD CABLES TO BE SHOWN AT SANDS EXPO BOOTH 72548

RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF., DECEMBER 23, 2008 -- E-Filliate, a consumer electronic accessory distributor, 
announced that its award-winning family of Flexicord products will be officially introduced at the “CES Unveiled” event 
at the 2009 International CES. 

Designed to be “always the right length” solutions for common A/V and computer cables, Flexicord cables stretch to any 
length from one foot to ten feet. A Flexicord cable can be straightened out to ten feet; once extended, it holds its shape 
and will not recoil. Flexicord cables eliminate the need for a consumer to ask “what cable length do I need?” 

“In the past, when a consumer purchased a cable to hook up A/V equipment, he or she would have to guess the proper 
cable length,” says E-Filliate Operations Director Chuck Sherwood. “Invariably, the cord would be too long, pooling 
messily behind the entertainment center, or worse, too short, forcing a return of an opened package.” 

“A Flexicord cable is the solution because it’s always the right length,” continues Sherwood. “It stretches to fit, keeps 
the area behind you’re A/V components neat and clean, stays off the floor and eliminates cable clutter.” A coiling tube, 
included with each Flexicord product, allows the consumer to return the cable to its original coiled shape whenever 
needed.

E-Filliate will be introducing several Flexicord cables for common consumer electronics applications, including USB, 
phono jacks, S-video and HDMI. In November, the Flexicord HDMI cable was named an honoree of the highly coveted 
CES Innovations Design and Engineering Award.
 
The Flexicord line will be introduced at the CES Unveiled event at the Sands Expo and Convention Center in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. Sherwood will be conducting the presentation and fielding questions from the press. The event is scheduled for 
4-7 p.m. in the Venetian Ballroom on Tuesday, January 6, 2009. 

Flexicord can be seen at E Filliate’s CES International booth, scheduled to appear at space #72548 in the Sands Expo. 
Sherwood will also demonstrate Flexicord at the CES Innovations Awards 2009 Showcase Stage (located in the Sands 
Expo at space #76062) at 10:00 a.m. on Friday, January 9, 2009.

ABOUT E-FILLIATE
For more than 12 years, E-filliate has distributed innovative products to help people adapt to and thrive in a rapidly 
changing technology age. E-filliate wholesales to mass market, online and catalog retailers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about Flexicord or E-filliate, please contact Elena Bernardino at (916) 858-1000 x201 or sales@efilliate.com. 
For more about the International CES or the CES Unveiled event, please visit www.cesweb.org/press/events.

E-filliate and Flexicord are trademarks of E-filliate. Consumer Electronics Show, CES, and Consumer Electronics 
Association are registered trademarks of the Consumer Electronics Association.
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